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RSMC / TROPICAL CYCLONE CENTER / LA REUNION
TROPICAL CYCLONE FORECAST WARNING (SOUTH-WEST INDIAN OCEAN)

0.A WARNING NUMBER: 8/2/20212022

1.A MODERATE TROPICAL STORM 2 (BATSIRAI)

2.A POSITION 2022/01/28 AT 0000 UTC:
WITHIN 30 NM RADIUS OF POINT 18.1 S / 75.8 E
(EIGHTEEN DECIMAL ONE DEGREES SOUTH AND
SEVENTY FIVE DECIMAL EIGHT DEGREES EAST)
MOVEMENT: WEST 17 KT

3.A DVORAK ANALYSIS: 3.0/4.0/W 2.5/12 H

4.A CENTRAL PRESSURE: 995 HPA

5.A MAX AVERAGE WIND SPEED (10 MN): 45 KT
RADIUS OF MAXIMUM WINDS (RMW): NIL

6.A EXTENSION OF WIND BY QUADRANTS (KM):
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 260 SW: 240 NW: 0
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 85 SW: 85 NW: 0

7.A FIRST CLOSED ISOBAR (PRESSURE / AVERAGE DIAM): 1003 HPA / 200 KM

8.A VERTICAL EXTENSION OF CYCLONE CIRCULATION: MEDIUM

1.B FORECASTS (WINDS RADII IN KM):
12H: 2022/01/28 12 UTC: 18.4 S / 73.9 E, VENT MAX= 040 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 270 SW: 230 NW: 0
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 0

24H: 2022/01/29 00 UTC: 19.0 S / 72.5 E, VENT MAX= 040 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 260 SW: 220 NW: 0
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 0

36H: 2022/01/29 12 UTC: 19.7 S / 70.9 E, VENT MAX= 040 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 250 SW: 215 NW: 0
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 0

48H: 2022/01/30 00 UTC: 19.3 S / 69.1 E, VENT MAX= 035 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 240 SW: 205 NW: 0
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 0
60H: 2022/01/30 12 UTC: 18.9 S / 67.7 E, VENT MAX= 035 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 230 SW: 195 NW: 100
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 0

72H: 2022/01/31 00 UTC: 18.6 S / 66.3 E, VENT MAX= 035 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 215 SW: 195 NW: 110
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 65

2.B LONGER-RANGE OUTLOOK:
96H: 2022/02/01 00 UTC: 18.6 S / 63.3 E, VENT MAX= 040 KT, MODERATE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 0 SE: 195 SW: 175 NW: 150
34 KT NE: 0 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 85

120H: 2022/02/02 00 UTC: 19.4 S / 60.0 E, VENT MAX= 055 KT, SEVERE TROPICAL STORM
28 KT NE: 175 SE: 175 SW: 165 NW: 100
34 KT NE: 100 SE: 140 SW: 140 NW: 75
48 KT NE: 80 SE: 80 SW: 60 NW: 60

2.C ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
T=3.0 CI=4.0


THE VERTICAL NORTHWARD SHEAR IN THE MID-TROPOSPHERE WITH INTRUSIONS OF DRY AIR IN THE MID-TROPOSPHERE SHOULD LIMIT THE POTENTIAL FOR RE-INTENSIFICATION OVER THE NEXT 3 DAYS. HOWEVER, A RAPID EVOLUTION, ASSOCIATED WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF A SMALL CIRCULATION, REMAINS
POSSIBLE AND WILL BE MONITORED.

FROM SUNDAY-MONDAY, A CHANGE OF STRUCTURE WITH THE CONSTITUTION OF A LARGER CLOCKWISE CIRCULATION AND A POSITION CLOSE TO THE UPPER RIDGE COULD ALLOW AN INTENSIFICATION, BUT THE NORTHEAST SHEAR SHOULD REMAIN SENSITIVE AND MAKE THIS INTENSIFICATION TREND RATHER SLOW.

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON INHABITED LANDS:
THIS SYSTEM WILL STAY AWAY FROM INHABITED LANDS UNTIL SUNDAY INCLUDED. FROM MONDAY (DELAYED TIMING), IT COULD APPROACH THE EAST OF THE MASCAREIGNES IN PARTICULAR RODRIGUES. IF IT IS STILL TOO EARLY TO ESTIMATE RELIABLY THE IMPACTS OF THIS SYSTEM ON THIS ISLAND, THE PROBABILITIES OF WEATHER AND DANGEROUS SEA INCREASE FROM MONDAY. THE INHABITANTS OF THE MASCAREIGNES (RODRIGUES, MAURITIUS AND REUNION) ARE THEREFORE INVITED TO FOLLOW ITS EVOLUTION.